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The development of technology for handling information on a Big Data-scale is a buzzing top-
ic of current research. Indeed, improved techniques for knowledge discovery are crucial for 
scientific and economic exploitation of large-scale raw data. In research collaboration with 
an industrial actor, we explore the applicability of ontology-based knowledge extraction and 
representation for today's biggest source of large-scale data, the Web. The goal is to develop 
a profiling application, based on the implicit information that every user leaves while navi-
gating the online, with the goal to identify and model preferences and interests in a detailed 
user profile. This includes the identification of current tendencies as well as the prediction of 
possible future interests, as far as they are deducible from the collected browsing infor-
mation, and integrated expert domain knowledge. The article at hand gives an overview on 
the current state of the research, the developments made and insights gained. 
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Introduction 
"Big Data" is one of the big buzzwords of 

our time – culminating in the creation of var-
ious congresses and conferences focusing on 
only that topic during the recent years (e.g. 
IEEE Congress on Big Data, starting from 
2011). The handling of immense amounts of 
data brings scientists and analysts in a di-
lemma: On the one hand, using sophisticated 
analysis techniques might bring best results, 
but usually come with a higher processing 
complexity and time that is just not tolerable 
for most applications. On the other hand, 
methods known for their efficiency may fail 
to exploit the data sources in all their depth. 
Several research works proposed distinct cri-
teria to define the nature of "Big Data" (e.g. 
[1]). 
The definition largely converges towards the 
following five: 
 volume: massive amounts of data have to 

be treated, 
 velocity: those data arrive in high speed, 
 variety: data types and formats are heter-

ogeneous, 
 veracity: data are not always sound and 

have to be verified, 
 value: they have an inherent value that 

has to be discovered by the application. 

Applications acting in a Big Data context 
have to handle all of them in an efficient 
manner, balancing analysis depth and per-
formance time.  
For that very reason, the application of se-
mantic technology is often discarded for a 
Big Data context. Semantic analysis seems 
too complex, too costly to be affordable in an 
environment in which often already very ef-
ficient techniques do not come up to the per-
formance necessities. We want to make a 
case for ontology-based knowledge represen-
tation, even when handling vast data 
amounts. By employing an ontology that has 
been customised for the application domain 
to the very detail, the information is limited 
to those bits and bytes that are actually rele-
vant. Furthermore, we make an effort to 
avoid performance issues, by decoupling 
costly analysis steps from the actual, real-
time user profiling process (please refer to 
Section 0  for details). 
Furthermore, costly analysis steps have been 
decoupled from the final system purpose to 
avoid performance issues. 
We demonstrate this approach based on an 
application in digital advertising. Publishers 
nowadays have detailed information about 
their user's navigation behaviour: servers 
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capture not only the web pages that were re-
quested by a certain ID, but also the respec-
tive time stamps, device information etc. 
These elements allow insight in usage pat-
terns, but also a deduction of the various con-
texts, a user might be active in (a distinction 
between the working environment and pri-
vate surfing, for example). In the develop-
ment of our system, we explore the integra-
tion of semantic technology to the process, 
with a close eye on keeping the system in the 
range of satisfactory performance. 
 
2 Related Work 
Traditionally, profiling approaches (follow-
ing the methodologies applied in document 
indexing) use a keyword-based representa-
tion to summarise source documents and user 
interests in an economical way. The limited-
ness of this data structure raises problems 
when treating natural language. Synonyms, 
ambiguities and simple spelling errors cause 
the system to discover relations where there 
are none (e.g. when encountering synonyms) 
or to not discover those that are imminent (in 
the case of homonyms or spelling errors). 
First attempts to alleviate this shortcoming 
explored the construction of semantic net-
works. Starting from a base of fixed key-
terms, semantic relations between terms were 
estimated based on co-occurrence in the doc-
ument base and, new terms added if a rela-
tionship was judged likely [2]. The main fo-
cus of the researchers was to tackle the prob-
lem of homonymy, that refers to terms in 
natural language that are written the same, 
but refer to different semantic concepts de-
pending on their context of usage [3]. How-
ever, even the combination of elaborate algo-
rithms based on semantic networks did not 
finally solve the issue [4], at least not without 
adopting external knowledge sources. For 
example in [4], WordNet [5] has been used 
to create links to semantically defined enti-
ties. 
As a result, more and more researchers ex-
plore the usefulness of ontologies for profil-
ing purposes, e.g. [3], [6], [7]. The integra-
tion points vary from the usage of ontologies 
as a background knowledge repository to the 

usage of ontology-shaped profile construc-
tions. Numerous approaches use structured 
open linked data [8] as domain knowledge. A 
lot of them refer to WordNet [9–11], DBPe-
dia [12] or the Open Directory Project (ODP) 
[13]. Those resources differ in the degree of 
structure that they induce to the contained 
concepts. WordNet’s relational structure, for 
example, was obtained by manually grouping 
terms into "synsets", words that bear a syn-
onymous relationship. The ODP is a com-
munity-driven project to classify web content 
into a given set of categories. There are sev-
eral works that refer to the ODP as an ontol-
ogy. However, even though the set of possi-
ble relationships extends the mere taxonomic 
ones, those are not widely used – in conse-
quence, ODP could, at most, be considered a 
light-weight ontology [14]. Above methods 
make use from structured knowledge re-
sources, but are far from exhausting their po-
tential. 
In turn, there are two recent approaches that 
make use of full-fledged ontologies for refer-
ence: [3] proposed a ontology-based profil-
ing system that relies on the Yago ontology 
[15]. In [7], the researchers assume a not 
specified domain ontology as a base for their 
abstract system. 
Finally, the chosen knowledge structure may 
be used in different ways. First techniques 
aimed to maintain the keyword-based repre-
sentation, but use the ontologies for specifi-
cation and alteration of the keyword space. 
On the one hand, the analysis of the whole 
keyword set allowed disambiguating some of 
them. On the other hand, "synsets" or similar 
relations can be used to extend the keywords 
space by synonymous or closely related 
terms [16]. Chua et al. [17] use them to 
group semantically close terms to clusters 
and reduce the feature space for more effi-
ciency. 
More recent propositions advance with re-
spect to these approaches by using an onto-
logical structure for the profile itself. This 
enables them to not only extract additional 
concepts from the knowledge resource, but 
also use the relationships to enhance the us-
er's characterization. Calegari et al. [3] ex-
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tract parts of the Yago ontology that are re-
lated to the terms that were found in the doc-
uments of the user, the choice of concepts is 
based on the Spreading Activation algorithm 
[18]. 
From the above represented approaches, es-
pecially the most recent ones [3], [7] show 
similarities to our vision. However, they both 
rely on keyword-based representations for 
the characterisation of manifold resources of 
the users, that, when included to the user pro-
file, are enriched with semantics. 
 
3 System Design 
The final goal of our research and develop-
ment is a system that integrates with numer-
ous, contradicting demands: The application 

needs it to make reliable deductions at 
runtime, which explore the depth of the input 
data to the maximum. The considerate design 
of the central data structure has thus an im-
portant significance. The result of the design 
process that has been accompanied by do-
main experts is presented in the following 
sections. However, the limitation of the anal-
ysis focus to highly relevant concepts alone 
does not bring the system to comply with the 
standards of Big Data. Hence, we also 
adapted the system design to avoid perfor-
mance losses due to costly working steps. A 
description of the taken adaptations will fol-
low the description of the ontology in Sec-
tion 0.  

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic view - upper-level concepts of the ontology 

 
3.1 The Ontology 
The design principles that guided the concep-
tion of the ontology are straight-forward: 
 include all concepts that are relevant to 

the profiling process; 
 limit the conception to the essential; 
 adapt to the application domain to mini-

mise the complexity of the data structure; 

 keep the design modular in the custom-
ised parts to allow transfer to other do-
mains. 

The result is a data structure that bears highly 
generic parts (e.g. a user identification string, 
certain widely used profile attributes), but al-
so modules that tailored to fit the needs of 
digital advertising (e.g. the topic categoriza-
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tion scheme). 
We engage in a closer look on the included 
entities in the following paragraphs. For a 
graphical overview, 0 shows a schema of the 
upper-level classes in the conceived ontolo-
gy. In light grey, the entities that contribute 
the navigational history of the user, in green 
the ones that capture the semantic infor-
mation about each web resource, in yellow 
the elements that constitute the final user 
profile. Please note that the figure is limited 
to the object properties connecting the con-
cepts among each other. Each of the concepts 
has several data type properties attached 
which describes it in more detail. These data 
type properties will be mentioned in the later 
passages that take a closer look at the includ-
ed concepts and their functions.  

BID. The "BID" stands for "browser identifi-
cation" and is the central unit in the ontology. 
Included in every cookie, a BID identifies a 
user whenever he re-visits the website. How-
ever, in detail this functioning relates a cer-
tain browser on a certain machine, therefore 
the name "browser-" and not "user ID". The 
BID is used to group the log entries that be-
long to a single ID and to assess the sequence 
of pages that is visited. In the ontology, the 
BID is the class that is connected (a) to the ef-
fectuated hits, (b) to the visited web pages, 
(c) to the classes defining the profile, (d) to 
the segment classes that apply for the respec-
tive user. 0 shows the OWL definition of the 
concept BID and its related data type proper-
ties, in Turtle syntax.

 
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix mm_base: <http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#> . 
@base <http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base> . 
<http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base> rdf:type owl:Ontology . 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#BID 
:BID rdf:type owl:Class ;    
     rdfs:comment "BID: a BID is identifying a browser based on a cookie."@en . 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasBID 
:hasBID rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                 owl:FunctionalProperty ;        
        rdfs:domain :BID ;        
        rdfs:range xsd:string . 

Listing 1. Definition and datatype properties for the class "BID" (Turtle) 
 
3.1.1 Context Entities 
Some of the entities within the ontology are 
defined by the commercial ecosystem. The 
company concludes a contract with online 
publishers to provide enhanced analysis of 
their usage logs. Thus, the content that has to 
be included in the analysis process is deter-
mined by the partner, the domains he owns 
and the web pages that are reachable below 
this domain. Each partner has different 
amounts information appertaining to him, 
possibly extended by collaborations with 
other actors on the market. Hence, infor-
mation about the partner and his possible co-
alitions are crucial to determine which facts 

to include in the analysis process. Logs are 
grouped by partner, to avoid any information 
leakage. We thus included the following enti-
ties for the context: 
 
Partner:  The "Partner" is a society that 
has signed a contract for the treatment of 
their data. Each partner is identified by a WID, 
“web identification". All domain and web 
pages that belong to a partner will have this 
ID attached. 0 shows the OWL definition of 
this concept along with its data type proper-
ties (in Turtle syntax, shortened, as the prefix 
definition as in 0).
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###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Partner 
:Partner rdf:type owl:Class ;          
         rdfs:comment "WID: a WID designates a client of the          advertising
service provider.  Each WID can own one  
         or more domains on which the service provider collects  
         data."@en . 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasName 
:hasName rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ;       
         rdfs:domain :Partner ;          
         rdfs:range xsd:string . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasWID 
:hasWID rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                 owl:FunctionalProperty ;         
        rdfs:domain :Partner ;         
        rdfs:range xsd:string .  

Listing 2. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Partner" (Turtle) 
 
Domain: Referring to the official Domain 
Name System (DNS) [19], the domain in the 
project context means the string that results 
from the combination of second-level do-
main and top-level domain. All web pages 
and sub-domains subordinated to the domain 
will be related to it. For example: the URL 

“http://lentreprise.lexpress.fr/inde
x.html” refers to the domain "lexpress", 
"lentreprise" is the respective sub-domain, 
"index.html" identifies the specific page to 
display. The definition of this concept is giv-
en below (see 0).

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Domain 
:Domain rdf:type owl:Class ;         
        rdfs:comment """Domain: a domain is described by the following pseudo-code: 
        IF URL == \"http://lentreprise.lexpress.fr/index.html\" 
        DOMAIN_URL = \" lexpress.fr\" 
        ENDIF"""@en . 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasURL 
:hasURL rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                 owl:FunctionalProperty ;         
        rdfs:range xsd:string ;         
        rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      owl:unionOf ( :Domain 
                                    :Hit 
                                    :Webpage 
                                  ) 
                    ] .

Listing 3. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Domain" (Turtle) 
 
3.1.2 Data Entities 
The entities in this section stem from internal 
data treatment of the collaboration partner. 
For that, they provide additional contextual 
information to the web pages extracted from 
the navigation logs. However, their origin are 
basic analytic steps (as computing the dura-
tion of a page view from the time stamps ac-
companying it, for instance), as opposed in-
formation deduced from enhanced statistics 
or the application of machine learning tech-
niques. 
 

Hit: The "Hit" comprises all information 
about a single user action. That is, whenever 
a page is requested from the server, this is 
logged as one hit. Included in the class is all 
information related to that entity -- the time 
stamp, the requested URL etc. Thus, it cap-
sules all information that can be related to a 
single event connected to a user. Via rela-
tions, the "Hit" connects the user with a set 
of web pages; several hits are grouped in a 
session (see 0).
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###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Hit 
:Hit rdf:type owl:Class ;      
     rdfs:comment """Hit: the hit is the basic entity collected on WID domains. It
corresponds to an event on a WID domain, and has some  
     native variables which characterize it such as its timestamp, its  
     URL, its user agent and the referer (the page visited just 
     before)."""@en . 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#isClick  
:isClick rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                  owl:FunctionalProperty ; 
         rdfs:comment "Click: a click is an event made by a web user; denotes the
action of a web user on a banner." ;                   
         rdfs:domain :Hit ;          
         rdfs:range xsd:boolean . 
          
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasURL 
:hasURL rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                 owl:FunctionalProperty ;         
        rdfs:range xsd:string ;         
        rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      owl:unionOf ( :Domain 
                                    :Hit 
                                    :Webpage 
                                  ) 
                    ] . 
                     
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasTimestamp 
:hasTimestamp rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                       owl:FunctionalProperty ;               
              rdfs:range xsd:integer ;               
              rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                            owl:unionOf ( :Hit 
                                          :Session 
                                        ) 
                          ] . 

Listing 4. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Hit" (Turtle) 
 
Session: A "Session" is a sequence of hits, 
grouped by the fact that the distance between 
the time stamp of one page view and the sub-

sequent page does not exceed thirty minutes. 
The class definition and related datatype 
properties in Turtle syntax can be found in 0.  

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Session 
:Session rdf:type owl:Class ;          
         rdfs:comment "Session: two hits of a BID belong to the same session if the
difference of their time-stamps does not exceed 30 minutes."@en .     
      
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasDuration 
:hasDuration rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                      owl:FunctionalProperty ;             
             rdfs:domain :Session ;              
             rdfs:range xsd:integer .              
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasTimestamp 
:hasTimestamp rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                       owl:FunctionalProperty ;               
              rdfs:range xsd:integer ;               
              rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                            owl:unionOf ( :Hit 
                                          :Session 
                                        ) 
                          ] . 

Listing 5. Class definition and datatype properties for the class "Session" (Turtle) 
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3.1.3 Analysis Entities 
The content analysis process demands the in-
tegration of the following classes (green-
coloured in Error! Reference source not 
found.):  
Keyword:  A "Keyword" is a term that de-
scribes one concept contained in a web page. 
The Keyword class will be used to handle 
their disambiguation using external 

knowledge sources, by means of external 
URIs that link to external knowledge sources 
such as DBPedia and WordNet. The instanc-
es of the "Keyword" class are related with the 
web pages that they appear in and the uni-
verses that they are semantically related to. 
Furthermore, both of these relations may be 
attributed with a weight, measuring the de-
gree of membership. 

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Keyword 
:Keyword rdf:type owl:Class . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasURI 
:hasURI rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ;        
        rdfs:domain :Keyword ;        
        rdfs:range rdf:XMLLiteral . 

Listing 6. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Keyword” (Turtle) 
 
Webpage: The class "Webpage" envelops all 
content pages that are extracted for a certain 
(sub-) domain. Every parsed web page will 
constitute an individual within the ontologi-
cal structure and relate with other entities 
that qualify its content. It is identified by its 
Unified Resource Location (URL), which is 
included in a data property connected to it. A 
web page belongs to a certain domain and is 

thus connected to such with an appropriate 
relation. Furthermore is related to a user by a 
hit that he effectuated. During the analysis 
process, a web page is additionally related to 
a set of pertinent keywords and, respectively 
to the universes that it covers. A condensed 
listing of the OWL source describing the 
class “Webpage” can be found in 0. 

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Webpage 
:Webpage rdf:type owl:Class . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasURL 
:hasURL rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                 owl:FunctionalProperty ;         
        rdfs:range xsd:string ;         
        rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      owl:unionOf ( :Domain 
                                    :Hit 
                                    :Webpage 
                                  ) 
                    ] .

Listing 7. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Webpage" (Turtle) 
 
Universe: The term "Universe" refers to a 
certain content category and the keywords 
that are related to it. Thus, every Universe 
will carry the name of the category it depicts, 

and bear close relations to the reference 
keywords that are associated with the respec-
tive content domain. 

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Universe 
:Universe rdf:type owl:Class . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Universe_Actualities 
:Universe_Actualities rdf:type owl:Class ;                       
                      rdfs:subClassOf :Universe .                       
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Universe_Sports 
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:Universe_Sports rdf:type owl:Class ;                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf :Universe . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Universe_Travel 
:Universe_Travel rdf:type owl:Class ;                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf :Universe . 
 
 
###[more sub-classes exist but have been omitted for clarity]                        

Listing 8. Class definition and data type properties for the class "Universe" (Turtle) 
 
3.1.4 Profile Entities 
The final goal of all computing efforts is to 
build a semantically enhanced profile repre-
sentation for every considered user. 
 
Profile: "Profile" is the main class contain-
ing the attributes that define the user profile 
(0 gives the complete definition of the con-
cept). This comprises the elements stemming 
from the content analysis of the web pages, 
by linking it with the universes that were dis-
covered therein; but also attributes that may 
be deduced from those content attributes. In 
consequence the Profile class contains two 

sub-classes that group the elements into so-
cio-demographic attributes (such as age, lo-
cation etc.) and behavioural attributes (such 
as the browser used or the affinity to certain 
brands).We chose to divide each of those 
sub-classes into a number, as to signify 
commercially interesting divisions of the at-
tributes. For example, the value of the prop-
erty "hasAge" is defined by choosing to link 
a profile with one or more of the individuals 
"Age 15-24", "Age 25-34", "Age 35-49", 
"Age 50-64", "Age above65", "Age Child", 
"Age Pre-Teenager", or "Age Teenager".

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Profile 
:Profile rdf:type owl:Class . 
 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Socio-Demographic_Attribute 
:Socio-Demographic_Attribute rdf:type owl:Class ;                              
                             rdfs:subClassOf :Profile . 
                              
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Behavioural_Attribute 
:Behavioural_Attribute rdf:type owl:Class ;                        
                       rdfs:subClassOf :Profile . 
    
                        
###[more sub-classes exist but have been omitted for clarity]        

Listing 9. Definition and data type properties for the class "Profile" (Turtle) 
 
Segment: One of the key features of the on-
tology lies in its capability to automatically 
infer the attribution of an individual to a cer-
tain segment (0). Using the attribution of a 
user individual to certain of the above de-
scribed tranches, more complex notions can 
be specified. The segment class captures ex-
actly those more complex profile entities that 
may be constructed using profile features ("a 
female person living in a household with 
children belongs to the segment "mother"), 
content features ("a person reading 90% of 
the times on pages that treat sports-related 
topics is a sports-fan") or a combination of 
both. The individuals assigned to a class of 

type "Segment" are those that comply with 
the constraints or rules that were imposed to 
define the segment1. 

                                                 
1 Please note that this and all following examples have 
been chosen deliberately simple for the sake of clarity. 
Realistic segments are most likely to be more com-
plex. 
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. 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Segment 
:Segment rdf:type owl:Class ;          
         rdfs:comment "Segment: a segment is commercial word used to designate a set
of BIDs satisfying some rules. (In Data Mining 
         rather called "cluster", yet, segment is commonly used to  
         facilitate communication with clients."@en .        
   
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Seg_Parent 
:Seg_Parent rdf:type owl:Class ;             
            owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                  owl:intersectionOf ( :Family_Child 
                                      [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                        owl:unionOf ( [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
                                                        owl:onProperty :hasAge ; 
                                                        owl:hasValue :Age_25-34 
                                                      ] 
                                             [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
                                          owl:onProperty :hasAge ; 
                                          owl:hasValue :Age_35-49 
                                             ] 
                            [ rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
                         owl:onProperty :hasAge ; 
                         owl:hasValue :Age_50-64 
                           ] 
               ) 
                                       ] 
                                    ) 
                                ] ; 
            rdfs:subClassOf :Segment ;             
            rdfs:comment "Segment defined by child presence in the 
household and the estimated age of the BID"@en .                      
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Seg_Mother 
:Seg_Mother rdf:type owl:Class ;             
            owl:equivalentClass[rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                owl:intersectionOf (:Seg_Parent 
                                                    [rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                                     owl:complementOf :Seg_Father 
                                                       ] 
                                                     ) 
                                ] ;             
            rdfs:subClassOf :Seg_Parent . 

Listing 10. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Segment" (Turtle) 
 
3.1.5 Constructional Entities 
In order to allow weighting relations between 
certain entities, an additional class was added 
to the ontology. The concept "Weight" may 
be used to specify a numerical value of 
membership to a certain property, as for ex-
ample the relation between a web page and a 
universe. A web page may cover a set of var-
ious topics, each of them to a certain degree. 
The class Weight enables us to model this 
fact within our ontology. 
The individuals from the class "Weight" (0) 
carry a data type property containing the nu-

merical value that quantifies the weight of 
the relation (namely the "hasWeightValue" 
property). The relation between the web page 
and the universe, named "hasUniverse" at 
the moment, is then specified as being a 
composition of two other relations: 
"hasWebpageWeight", relating the web page 
with the weight concept and 
"weightHasUniverse" that then concludes 
the relation to the respective universe (see 0 
and 0). 
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###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasKeywordWeight 
:hasKeywordWeight rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;                   
                  rdfs:domain :Keyword ;                   
                  rdfs:range :Weight . 
                   
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#weightHasUniverse 
:weightHasUniverse rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;                    
                   rdfs:range :Universe ;                    
                   rdfs:domain :Weight . 
                    
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasUniverse 
:hasUniverse rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;              
             rdfs:range :Universe ;              
             owl:inverseOf :belongsToUniverse ;              
             owl:propertyChainAxiom ( :hasKeywordWeight 
                                      :weightHasUniverse 
                                    ) .    

Listing 11. Usage of "Weight" in example object property (Turtle) 
 
The same has been done for the relation be-
tween a keyword and a universe (quantifying 
how much a keyword is actually associated 
to a certain category), between a profile and 
a universe (quantifying how much im-
portance the universe in question has for the 
description of the profile). 
As such, the "Weight" concept allows us to 
put a measurement of importance on some of 
the relations within the ontology. In conse-
quence, we are able to not only express bina-
ry relations ("mother AND some web pages 
that talk about sports" means "SportyMom"), 

but insert a new level of expressiveness by 
allowing quantification: "to a certainty of 0.8 
a mother AND more than 90% of pages treat 
topics related to sports" means "SportyMom". 
This enhanced expressiveness extends rela-
tionships whenever it seems useful. Apart 
from above example this includes, for in-
stance, the relationship between a topic uni-
verse and a web page (quantifying the im-
portance of a certain topic for the message of 
the resource's content) or the relationships 
among "Keywords" (quantifying the degree 
of semantic relatedness between them). 

 
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#Weight 
:Weight rdf:type owl:Class ;         
        rdfs:comment "Hub entity to attach a numerical value to a relationship,
quantifying the degree to which it applies"@en .         
         
###  http://www.checksem.fr/MindMinings/mm_base#hasWeightValue 
:hasWeightValue rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ;                 
                rdfs:comment "relating the Weight concept with its 
numerical value "@en . 

Listing 12. Definition and datatype properties for the class "Weight" (Turtle) 
 
The above-described ontology comes to use 
in a completely automatic, web-based system 
for the treatment of web resources and user 
data. The web resources are monitored and 
qualified continuously, decoupled from the 
user profiling process. This procedure ena-
bles to keep up with huge amounts of data 
and to have the content information neces-

sary for the profile construction ready when-
ever a user surfs an indexed page. The final 
user profile is constructed using the infor-
mation obtained from the indexation process, 
information that can be directly retrieved 
from the cookie (e.g. the user agent) and the 
knowledge that stems from the company's in-
ternal evaluation processes. 
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Fig. 2. Integration of the "Weight" concept in the MindMinings ontology 

 
3.2 System Architecture  
The main focus of the article at hand has 
been the description of the conceived struc-
ture for knowledge representation within the 
profiling system. For the sake of complete-
ness, we want to give a short overview on the 
design of the surrounding profiling/analysis 
architecture. 
Enhanced syntactic and semantic analysis 
can be computationally expensive. For this 
reason they have been avoided when han-
dling vast amounts of data up to this point. In 
an industrial context, the profiling applica-
tion will have to handle a multitude of data 
instances that may arrive in high speed. One 
of our collaboration partners specifies the 
number of arriving user events to at least 150 
million per month, for a single publisher site. 
Hence, in a simplistic calculation, the system 
will have to treat about 60 events per second 
for each single client. (Of course, user activi-
ty is not evenly distributed throughout the 
day. Periods of higher activity, such as the 
early evening, will account for a huge per-
centage of user events.) 
Performing semantic analysis at runtime 
might cause the system delays that are not 
acceptable for the application context. 
Hence, we decoupled the semantic analyses 
from actual user activity. In doing so, we 
benefit from the practical setting in the in-
dustrial context: Due to privacy concerns, 
every online publisher has only access to 
those parts of the navigation logs that happen 
on her websites or those of collaborators. 

Even though this might involve a considera-
ble amount of web resources, it is still a lim-
ited set of contents. Those can be continuous-
ly monitored and analysed, the relevant se-
mantic information be kept in the system. In 
consequence, the actual profiling task that is 
performed at runtime is reduced to the con-
nection of the already available semantic 
page information according to each user's in-
dividual behaviour, and the deduction of in-
herent patterns.  
0 shows an overview on the high-level build-
ing blocks and work-flows. On the left hand 
side, the web pages ("WP") enter the asyn-
chronous analysis process. The results of 
their semantic qualification are directly add-
ed to the ontology. On user activity, that in-
formation are related with a user ID, user 
agent and session information and ontologi-
cal inference is used to deduce the relevant 
customer segments. 
The semantic page information within the 
system will be updated on a regular basis, 
based on the lifecycle of the indexed pages. 
To preserve a maintainable knowledge base, 
contents that are vital have to be identified; 
contents that are outdated or uninteresting for 
the user base have to be discarded. The con-
crete measurement for site vitality is still to 
be developed and tested. However, incoming 
and outgoing links (and the vitality of the 
pages they lead to), the age of the page and 
the reappearance of its core concepts in novel 
resources seem to be a good starting point for 
a pertinent, automatic measurement.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the work ow within the MindMinings profiling system  

(“WP” means Web page)  
 
4 Conclusion and Future Work 
The core focus of the article at hand is the 
presentation of a data structure that has been 
conceived to support user profiling in digital 
advertising. The ontology represents expert 
knowledge about the entities, their relation-
ships and surrounding information flows that 
are essential to the profiling process.  
The ontology is integrated in a system that 
performs semantic analysis based on the 
structured input files that contain the naviga-
tion history of a multitude of users. Critical 
design decisions have been taken in consid-
eration of the specific profiling needs of digi-
tal advertising and the pragmatics of the final 
application context. The system will have to 
perform in a Big Data environment and has 
thus been subject to focussed adaptations 
with respect to the before cited criteria of Big 
Data contexts: 
Volume: In a realistic working environment, 
the system will have to cope with vast 
amounts of entering data, stemming from a 
multitude of commercial partners. A single 

publisher site accounts for about 150 million 
user events per month in average – and all 
those events have to be processed and inte-
grated. To respond to this issue, the underly-
ing ontology has been designed to capture 
only the information relevant to the profiling 
task, discarding additional available infor-
mation that has no value for the specific ap-
plication domain.  
Velocity: Semantic analysis is often consid-
ered too costly to be applied in a Big Data 
environment. To avoid it to delay the pro-
cess, the time-consuming information has 
been decoupled from the actual profiling on 
run-time. Web documents are monitored and 
analysed in the system when they appear 
online. When the actual user activity hap-
pens, only the respective relationships have 
to be added to the ontological structure. 
Moreover, the used RDF database [20] al-
lows the population of the ontology at very 
high speed (about 35000 triples per second). 
The inference processes necessary for the 
profile construction are performed in quasi 
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real-time. 
Variety: A publishing site usually features a 
multitude of different document types and 
format. For the time being, we focus on the 
analysis of textual documents, tackling the 
difficulties that emerge from various types of 
html-formatting through different websites. 
The system is designed highly modular to al-
low later extension by further information 
sources. One could imagine additional mod-
ules for the semantic annotation of images or 
videos that feed their information to the same 
central repository. However, we chose to fo-
cus on one main information source for the 
deployment of the initial system, to allow 
fast validation of the presented approach.  
Veracity: Ontologies have their strengths in 
the validation of information and the discov-
ery of contrasting statements. The reason 
functionality is specifically designed to test 
all possible deductions, discover contradic-
tions, and to propose strategies for their dis-
solution. Furthermore, the explicit intercon-
nection with external knowledge repositories 
allows leveraging their contents for this pur-
pose. Each concept within the ontology car-
ries a unique identifier (a URI) that is 
mapped to its counterpart in an external 
knowledge resource by means of predicates 
such as "owl:sameAs". This enables to eval-
uate the information obtained from the analy-
sis of a document for its meaningfulness. 
Links and statements that seem too far off the 
information in the knowledge repository will 
be discarded from the profile; additional rela-
tionships from the external repository added 
as necessary. 
Value: The data we are working on are the 
navigation logs of actual users as they are al-
ready used to determine interests for content 
recommendation. Several publications out-
line methods for their statistical analysis and 
evaluate the gain in user involvement (e.g. 
[21])  
In the close future, we will engage in detailed 
performance testing, preferable in direct 
comparison to a similar profiling system in 
industrial usage. First tests have been real-
ised in a laboratory environment and turned 
out promising, with an average response time 

well below one second. Those, however, 
have to be verified in a more realistic setting. 
For the moment, the integration of external 
resources is limited to one, namely DBPedia. 
Currently, we are experimenting with alter-
native connectors to repositories such as Ya-
go, Freebase and Wolfram Alpha [22]. These 
references differ in their structuring of the 
knowledge, their query language, the fre-
quency of updates and, importantly, response 
time. The goal will be to find a good balance 
between the extensiveness of the accessible 
knowledge and the time that has to be invest-
ed to extract it. Furthermore, when relying on 
diverse information sources for our analyses, 
we will have to decide how to balance their 
influences on the final relationship structure 
in the dynamic ontology and what theoretical 
framework to use for their aggregation. 
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